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Fight Back Against Unemployment! 

Withdraw Dismissal of 1047 National Railway Workers! 
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Toei Mita Line:Uchisaiwaicho Station/Exits A7,8 
Tokyometoro:Kasumigaseki Station/Exits B1- 3,C1- 4 

Sunday, November 12:00 Noon 
Hibiya Open-air Stage,Hibiya Park,Tokyo 
Access:
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Fight together!Fight together!
On March 11, the Earthquake, Tsunami and subsequent nuclear disaster
killed tens of thousands of people and destroyed the lives and jobs of many
people in an instance. Millions of people all over the country including the
affected areas are exposed to high-level of radioactivity and now in mortal
danger. Moreover, people are facing a great wave of unemployment.
Farming and fisheries were deeply impacted. Already hundreds of thousands
of workers have lost their jobs and forced to live in dire poverty. The
government is planning to promote drastic tax hike and dismantlement of the
social security system.

Most of these things were caused by neo-liberal offensives. Since the
Privatization and Division of National Railways in 1980's, the neo-liberal
policies have diminished the power to prepare against disasters, resulting in
an unimaginable catastrophe. On top of it, the Fukushima nuclear disaster
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Doro-Chiba stops outsourcing!
revealed the corrupt governance mechanism. 
The government still conceals the truth and insists that the radiation level is 

JR(Japan Rail company) tried to force outsourcing train maintenance from 
safe and it does not pose a health risk.There is a mounting anger across the 

October,in order to crush Doro-Chiba union.But Doro-Chiba powerfully
nation.

organized non-cooperation to this in the car center, and stopped outsourcing 
by a two- day strike on September. 

Doro-Mito strikes against radioactive train!
On October 8 and 13, rail workers of Doro-Mito, a sister union of Doro-Chiba,waged two 
strikes at Katsuta Car Center (a repair and inspection work) against re-opening of the track 
from Hisanohama Station to Hirono Station, which is still highly contaminated by 
radioactive fallout from Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant. Sutruggle continues now! 

We need to unite the power of all workers of the world.
We call on an international united action on November 6 to fight against
nuclear plants and unemployment.
Let's get together in Hibiya and raise a big angry voice！
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